
Fred had been pestering her from afar. She was shaped like a coke can wrapped in pink velvet and 
she had a great big black nose ring in her left nostril. 

He would say hello from across the way in front of the Renaissance Hotel and she would turn, 
confused, and then he'd point at Ted. He'd say "it's him, it's him." 

Nothing happened for hours. They had been drunk around the third hour and Ted had been high 
by the fourth but then more nothing... 

He kept pointing whenever the girl passed by, becoming more bold in his gesturing, slurring a 
few words and his eyes had developed a thin misty film over them. Like the look of a man with 
nothing left to lose. 

In the bar Fred said, "let's do a lap."  

They walked around the small bar, around the centrally located high-topped dais with its tall 
chairs. There was a group of people sitting at the dais, celebrating something, someone's birthday 
maybe.  

"That one over there. I'll take her and you can have her friend," Fred said, pointing again, this time 
at a blond forty-something with skin like old leather and teeth like a fucking ray of sunshine. 

"Her friend?" Ted said. "That's a guy." 

"You're ruining everything." 

Ted was drinking bourbon, doubles now. He didn't have time for anything else; last call was 
imminent. Fred was slinging back Honey Browns and the parts of his brain that controlled 
human interaction were drowning in a skull thick with foam. 

"This is bullshit," he said. "Im'a have a cigarette." 

Pete was there too. He had been sitting quietly for some time. He perked up at the mention of 
rolled nicotine. 

"Yeah, let's all do that," he said. 

They stepped out into the balmy evening air, for the 13th or 14th time. More people from the bar 
joined them. There was Bruce Pizza and Barry Pepper and Stegman and maybe one more. 

And there she was again, with a body like a flippin' math equation. Her blond hair blew back as 
the automatic doors into the lobby slid open and there was Fred, pointing and scratching his 
beard and acting like he was raised by a pack of horny drooling dogs. 

She met a friend inside and they walked out to have a smoke.  
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Fred said, "this is it. We're doing this," and grabbed Ted by the back of his shirt and dragged him 
toward the two women. Bruce and Stegman and Barry and Pete waved and nodded and saluted. 
Someone said, "They're prostitutes" but they were already on the move. His intent was clear and 
singular. He was going in guns blazing. 

The other one was blond too but shaped like an inverted pyramid. She had magic torpedo tits and 
a wide belly that tapered off into thin chicken legs. She had a fake diamond stud pierced to the 
right of her nose, an inch above her upper lip. 

"Hey, what are you doing tonight?" said Fred. He was smoking a cigarette as if it were an 
involuntary action. His arm was moving of its own accord. 

"We're waiting for a friend," said the inverted pyramid. It seemed to Ted that in Canada the female 
phsyique was influenced heavily by mathematical theorems and not human sex fucking because 
there was just no way these two weren't crafted on some demented sheet of graph paper. 

"Who's your friend?" Fred asked, his eyes red-rimmed and watery. He was emitting insanity like a 
furnace. Ted was becoming nervous and he could feel a wad of shit slipping into his lower colon. 

"Just somebody." 

"That's cool," Fred said, flicking his butt into a nearby garbage can. "What do you do for a living?" 

"I'm a hair dresser." 

"And you?" he asked and pointed at the flesh covered barrel, his back arching and his demeanor 
becoming increasingly hostile. He scratched his chest. 

"I don't do anything," she said. 

"Now listen, we should get a case of beer and bring it back to our room," Fred said, indicating the 
general location of the hotel room Ted and him shared with an upward tilt of the head. 

"What do you do?" the pyramid asked. 

"I'm a producer." This was true. 

"Yeah, we make major motion pictures," Ted said. This was false. 

"You guys make movies?" said the barrel. 

"Yeah we make all the big superhero movies. Written and directed," Ted said. "Right, Fred? Aren't 
we a real brain trust?" 

"Yup." He was looking off in the other direction, lighting another cigarette. "We should grab a case 
of beer and bring it up the room." 
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"A case?" said the barrel. 

"A case of beer," Fred said. "Bring it up to the room." 

"What are your names?" she said. 

"Fred and Ted," said Fred. "I'm Fred and this is Ted." 

"Hi," said the nose ring. "I'm Melissa. And this is Stacy." 

"It's nice to meet you Tracy," said Fred. 

"It's Stacy," said Tracy.  

"Let get a case of beer and bring it up to the room," Fred said. He looked at Ted. "Can we even do 
that?" 

"We should definitely ask," said Ted. 

"Let's get a drink," said Fred.  

Ted walked up to the doors that led into the hotel lobby and hit the silver handicap button. The 
glass doors opened inward with a slick hydraulic sound. 

"You know anywhere I can get a drink at this hour?" he said to the concierge.  

The man in the bow tie behind the counter gave him directions to John Street, a drag in 
downtown Toronto where there were plenty of bars to choose from. 

"Follow me," Ted said after he made his way back outside. Fred was on his 27th cigarette at this 
point and a cluster of mentholated smoke clung to him like a cloud. 

The group walked past the hotel and past the box office for the small stadium that presumably 
housed a variety of sporting and musical events and took a left and went across a bridge over a 
series of train tracks and down a large flight of stairs. They were on John Street. 

The street wasn't empty but it wasn't full either. 

There were many bars to choose from. Just as Ted and Fred began to continue down John Street, 
to find the bar most suitable to initiate debauchery, Stacy or Tracy piped up, the stud in her cheek 
glistening under halogen light. 

"Let's go there!" she said. She was looking at a large establishment on the corner of John and some 
other street, lit up by blue neon with words neither Ted nor Fred ever thought to see in Canada.  
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Boston Pizza. 

"What the hell is Boston Pizza?" said Ted. 

"It's a chain," said Melissa. 

"There's a Boston in Canada?" said Ted. 

Melissa slapped him on the arm. Fred and Stacy (or Tracy, whatever) had started walking across 
the street already.  

"You American boys are so silly!" 

Ted inferred that Melissa and the rest of the Canadians were under the impression that there 
indeed was a Boston in Canada. Not only that, but it was the Boston. As in the first, the primary, 
the original, or what have you. The Boston in America, with its Tea Parties, its fine universities, 
possibly its pizza, was a sham! A fake! A lie! Canada invented Boston you lousy American scum, 
with your green paper money and your innefectual dual political ideologies and your goddamned 
kids named Ted and Fred, you idiots! 

Ted had started to walk too. He was three or four paces behind Melissa. It was at this point that he 
could fully take in the shape of her figure and he wondered for a moment just what the hell he 
was doing. There was no movement to her. It was as if her body were all one shape with no 
discernible appendages or parts or sub-parts of any kind. There was no ass, no legs, just the shape 
of an aluminum cylinder designed to contain copious amounts of colored high fructose corn 
syrup. 

He was thinking about the girl who flaked on him earlier in the day. Her name was Ashley or 
Aimee or something. She was Muslim and that fact had filled Ted with a exploratory urge to 
discover her, to penetrate her mysteries, to lay waste to his Jewish heritage. When she gave him 
her number as the show floor as the convention was closing, Ted imagined himself draped in an 
oversized American Flag, fluttering in a windless room with a vague sentience, while he rode the 
girl from behind, her berka obscuring her elvish features.   

I could call her now, Ted thought. I could call her again. He checked the time. It was almost two 
in the morning. There was no other option. This was his only course. Fred had already given 
himself to destiny. Why couldn't Ted? 

They were in the bar. It was blue inside. Everyone looked sad. The floor stank of spoiled Molson. 

"I think I left my credit card at the other bar," Ted said but then realized that he was holding it in 
his right hand. 

"Get me a Canadian," Fred said. "I'm going to the bathroom." 

"What the hell is a Canadian?" but Fred was already gone. 
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The girls had already bought their own beers. Historically that was never a good sign.  

Ted ordered two Canadians even though he had no idea what they were and was surprised when 
two ordinary looking beers slid into view on the bar. They named there beers after themselves, 
Ted thought. What kind of backwards place was this?  

Fred was back and already sipping his beer. The group made their way out onto the streetside 
patio and sat at an aluminum table in their predetermined groups: Ted and Melissa on one side 
and Fred and Tracy or Stacy on the other. 

"This is George's wedding," said Melissa as she scrolled through a gargantuan list of photos on her 
phone detailing the wedding of this so-called George character. 

"George," Ted said before he took a long swallow of beer. It was almost flavorless. 

"George and Maggie," she said. "And look here's Darren and me and Amy." 

"All right," Ted said. 

Melissa scrolled past a few photos until she arrived at a POV shot of herself wearing powder blue 
lingerie. It looked as if her skin was smattered with butter. She lingered on the image a moment 
and then quickly passed it by, feigning embarrassment. 

"Wow, that was lovely," Ted said. 

"Would you two shut up?" said Fred, his eyes straining to focus. "We're tryin' ta' make out!" 

"We are?" said Stacy. 

"You're terrible," said Fred. "C'mon, let's see who can do it for longer." 

With that Fred grabbed Tracy's face and began sucking at her lips as if they were a rare flower full 
of sweet nectar. She put her hand on his cheek and sucked back. Several seconds went by. Ted sat 
there in disbelief. Who were these people? Who was Fred, even? Melissa just thumbed through 
more photos. 

"Now you two," Fred said. 

"Really?" said Melissa. 

"I think we should just do it," said Ted and he inched closer to her face, noticing the peculiar color 
of her eyes. They were the same color as that blue lingerie. 

Ted touched his lips to hers and they were soft and sweet and she put her tongue in his mouth. 
Ted moved his hand up her spine and then up the back of her head. He could feel the clips where 
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her hair extensions connected to her genuine golden locks. He grabbed at them gently like they 
were erogenous zones. The shit in Ted's colon dropped a little closer to his asshole. 

"Would you two stop making out?" Fred said. 

And so it went on like that for several cycles until Fred said, "gotta go to the bathroom." 

"Me too," said Stacy. 

They left Melissa and Ted at the table. A breeze had begun to sweep through the empty streets of 
Toronto. The temperature dropped by three or four degrees. Ted stifled a shiver. 

"So, you have any naked photos?" Ted said, thinking it didn't matter what he said to this girl 
anyway.  

"Sure," she said. "Maybe I'll show them to you." 

"Who were you and Stacy really here to see?" 

"Tracy," she said. "We drove an hour to see him. Well, she did. I just came along for the ride." 

"Boyfriend?" Ted said, sipping more beer. The liquid was cold like the air and it was becoming 
uncomfortable to drink. 

"Who?" 

"Are you here to see Stacy's boyfriend?" 

"Tracy's boyfriend?" 

"Yeah." 

"Tracy doesn't have a boyfriend," Melissa said. "Neither do I." 

Fred and Stacy came back to the table, their lips pink, Fred's hair tousled.  

"We don't have sex on the first date, guys," Melissa said out of nowhere. 

Fred looked at Ted then at Melissa and said, "This isn't the first date!" 

"I'm gonna go to the bathroom," Ted said, praying that Melissa wouldn't want to go with him. He 
had to unload a massive payload. 

Ted stumbled through Boston Pizza. He was drunker than he had thought he would be after that 
last beer. The thick blue light that illuminated the whole bar--and wait, was that a dance floor in a 
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pizza parlor--was beginning to give him the spins. He continued on to a hallway with two 
bathrooms and a supply closet. The shit was trying to claw its way out of his ass. 

He used his fist to open the door to the men's bathroom. The bass from the pop music playing in 
the bar was the only other thing in there with him. Ted kicked open the door to the only stall and 
without laying even a solitary piece of toilet paper on the seat to protect his bare ass from 
Canadian germs and other agents he squatted down on the bowl and let loose an angry turd. 

Ted moaned as he released the shit. He put his hands on the walls of the stall to steady himself. He 
was dizzy and full of fear. 

When he was finished he checked his watch. Only three and a quarter minutes had elapsed since 
he left the table. It was still plausible urination territory.  

As Ted sat down again at the metal table a waitress zoomed by and plopped down another two 
beers, presumably ordered by Fred for himself and Ted. The thought of drinking another one 
made his stomach turn so he pretended to sip it while Fred suggested they all go back to the hotel. 

"Okay," one of the girls said. 

Ted hadn't given anymore thought to what or whom the girls had been waiting outside the hotel 
for. It had seemed like Stacy was the mission leader and that Melissa was just providing support. 
Perhaps Tracy had wanted to meet a boy to fuck but then he never showed up? What did it 
matter? The girls were now there for Ted and Fred. 

Then three slick motherfuckers walked out into the lobby.  

Two of them were instantly recognizable. It was Norman Reedus and Jon Bernthal who played the 
characters Darrell and Shane on the hit show The Walking Dead. The third guy must have been 
their friend-manager or something similar and that's who Stacy made a beeline for once she saw 
the trio. 

Ted and Fred were left standing with Melissa in between them. Fred looked concerned for a 
moment but quickly gathered back the composure of a drunk vulture. Ted's mouth dropped as far 
as humanly possible. 

"My phone was dead," said the friend-manager. 

"We were waiting all night for you," exclaimed Stacy. "Your phone isn't working?" 

"Dead," he said. "Dead." 

Melissa walked over to where Stacy and Friend-Manager were standing and joined in on the 
conversation. Friend-Manager was wearing eye makeup and had a haircut that made Ted's flesh 
crawl. 
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Bernthal was very drunk. He was wearing a purple flannel shirt, completely unbuttoned, his 
sweating chest exposed. Mirrored aviator sunglasses hung on his nose, crooked, yet completely 
obscuring what must have been some seriously cooked glazzies. Weeks of beard growth clung to 
his chin, cheeks, and upper lip like black moss.  

He hobbled around like a ghost-man, hurling obscenities and guttural moans to absolutely no one 
in particular. At one point he lost complete control of his upper body and fell backwards at the 
waist, his legs still standing straight, and walked about like a crab for a minute or two. It was a 
grotesquery of the hightest order.  

Reedus was sitting very quietly on a couch only three or so feet away from where the girls were 
talking to Friend-Manager. He twiddled his thumbs. 

Ted turned towards Fred and said, "We're finished." 

"Not yet," Fred said, turning. "I'm not giving up." 

Fred began to walk in the general direction of the girls. It was nearly three AM. Ted watched, 
unmoving. 

When Fred stopped in front of Darrel, it became obvious as to what was happening. 

It was a well known fact by anyone who knew Fred that he liked to take photographs with 
celebrities. He liked hunting for them at conventions and at parties in New York. His collection of 
pictures was vast and he spoke of them as if they were classic works of art. "I've got three Bill 
Murrays," he would say. 

That was surely what he was attempting at this moment. Ted walked over because he figured what 
the fuck the night was over anyway. 

"Can I bum a cigarette, man?" said Reedus. 

"Sure, sure," Fred said and pulled out his pack of mentholated American Spirits and gave one to 
Reedus. He didn't say thank you. 

"You know, we've been hangin' out with Tony Moore all week," Fred  said to Darrel. 

"Who the fuck is that?" said Darrel with a small measure of derision.  

"He's the guy who co-created the comic book The Walking Dead," Ted said. "Y'know, the one your 
hit show is based off of?" 

"Never fucking heard of him," Darrel said and got up and left the lobby. 

Stacy was still talking to Friend-Manager. Melissa was standing beside her quietly. Shane was 
asleep on the couch. 
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"Let's get a cigarette," said Friend-Manager to Stacy. 

"Sure," she said. 

Ted knew the night was over. These girls were going to spend the rest of their night smoking 
celebrity monkey pole and that, as they say, was that. 

"Fred, I'm outta here, man," said Ted. 

"No," he said and followed Tracy and Friend-Manager out the door. 

Melissa was still standing there. Ted realized they were the only two people in the lobby, save a 
concierge or two. 

"So, I guess we're not going to party up in the room," Ted said trying to look sad shuffling his feet 
on the floor. 

"Aww. Tracy is just hanging out with those guys for a little while," she said. "Maybe we'll come up. 
Here, take my phone number." 

Ted put her foreign numerics into his phone, still with the sad puppy act but then something 
caught his eye. 

Stacy was coming back in. 

With Fred. 

"They're leaving," Tracy said as she approached Ted and Melissa. "We should too." 

"C'mon now, let's just go up to our room," Fred said. 

"What do you want to do?" said Stacy to Melissa. 

"Let's go up to the room for a second." 

The tables it seemed had turned. It was the Fucking Hour. There would be fucking. Fucking was 
to be had. Fluids would be exchanged. The possibility of an orgy was present. Debauchery would 
recommence.  

The elevator ride up to the eighth floor was silent. Ted was semi-erect. Fred scratched his beard. 

The walk down the hallway to room 859 was silent. Melissa pulled down her dress where it had 
been hiking upward. Stacy checked the contents of her handbag.  
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Ted and Fred presented their keycards at exactly the same time. Telepathically, they agreed that 
Fred would open the door. He did and they entered. 

Fred and Ted's room was divided into two parts. The door opened up on a large bedroom with a 
view mostly filled up by a parking structure. There were two twin beds, a television, a desk, a 
nightstand (with both a standard bible and The Book of Mormon which was about magic 
underwear and similar garments), and a spacious bathroom. 

Off of the bedroom there was a living room with another okay view, another television, and a 
couch. 

Fred grabbed Stacy by the hand and led her there. Soon the sounds of laughter and lips smacking 
could be heard. 

"What should we do?" said Melissa. 

"I want to kiss your face." 

"Okay." 

They began to make out. 

"It's weird," Melissa said. "They're probably doing something gross in the other room. We can't 
just stand here." 

"Where should we go?" 

"I dunno." 

Ted kissed her again. He began to nudge (i.e. strong arm) her into the bathroom. She was like a 
stone, unmoving. 

"Nuh uh," she said and moved Ted's arm away. "We said we wouldn't sleep with you on the first 
date..." 

Ted's heart dropped down onto the biological circuits that controlled penile hardness. His Semi 
deflated to a Quarter-Lob' On. He had thought for sure that the girls' "no sex" rule was just a thing 
permiscuous Canadian girls said to guys to seem not permiscuous. It wasn't like Manhattan girls 
who said nothing and just didn't have sex with you, period. 

"...but we'll suck your penises." 

Right back to a Semi with that one. 

"Amazing," said Ted. 
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It was then that Fred and Tracy came blazing back into the main room. They appeared as a flash 
of light and color, they were moving so fast, Tracy giggling and Fred muttering to himself like a 
tortured zoo animal. They were holding hands as they hit the bed closest to the window. 

"Let's go in the other room," said Ted and they did. 

There were no actual doors in between the bedroom and the living room, just a wide open port. 
Fred and Tracy fooling around was clearly visible from almost every vantage in the living room 
except for where a small interior wall obscured the bedroom from view.  

Ted began moving the couch into that section of the room, a place he would later recall as 
Shadow Territory. 

They sat on the couch and Melissa took off her shoes, which was a good sign, Ted thought. She 
stood up and so did he and she kissed him. He tried to fondle her shapeless breasts but she 
smacked his hand away almost immediately. So Ted went around the back, first feeling her thighs 
and then moving his way up. Just as he felt the topography change, a slice of soft bottom, she 
smacked his hands away yet again. He went back for another pass, this time trying to remove the 
pink tube of fabric Melissa was wearing as a dress by pulling it backwards off her body. No luck. 

They went back to the couch. Melissa sprawled on top of Ted. Her weight was immense. Ted 
could barely breathe. There was giggling and movement from the other room. It almost sounded 
like Tracy was trying to get away. 

"I want to make love to you," Ted choked. He had a full Hard-On. 

She began to laugh. "Hear that, Stacy? He said he wants to make love to me!" 

"We're leaving!" Stacy said. 

Like a chunky bolt of pink lightning Melissa began to put her shoes on. 

"You're leaving?" Ted said. 

"We've got to drive back to Bumblefuck." 

"That's a real place, right? Bumblefuck, Canada." 

"You're cute." 

"Will you send me naked pictures of yourself?" 

"Sure." 

And then they were gone. 
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Ted stepped out of the living room and looked at Fred who was laying in the bed staring up at the 
ceiling.  

No one said anything. 

Ted brushed his teeth, washed his face, turned off all the lights in the room, got into bed, and fell 
asleep. He dreamed of a great big Canadian storm with diamond rain drops and fat bolts of pink 
energy illuminating the sky. 

That morning Ted snoozed the alarm clock four times. He was going to be late to the convention. 
He showered and brushed his teeth for the second time in less than six hours. He put on a tee 
shirt and jeans and slung his backpack over a shoulder. 

Fred was up staring at the ceiling. It was possible he had been like this the whole night. Ted 
opened the door to the hallway, looked at Fred and said, "you know, last night we tried to bring 
two girls who looked like Canadian truck drivers back here to have sex with them?" 

His southern twang was never more evident than it was when he spoke that morning. "Yeah, I 
know," he said and then Ted was out the door. 

END
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